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Biographical Note: The Constitutional Council for the Forest Preserve formed in January 1966 
as a coalition to be prepared challenges to Article XIV at the New York State Constitutional 
Convention. It was designed to serve as a liaison at the time of the Convention and in May 1968 
elected to continue serving to alert organizations state-wide to a variety of concerns that related 
to the problems of the Forest Preserve. When the coalition was founded, officers from over fifty 
organizations joined along with the individual memberships were issued. Proposed changes to 
the constitution were bundled and voted on as a whole and rejected by every New York county. 
The CCFP continued to function as a group seeking to maintain Forest Preserve protection 
within the state constitution. As of January 1971, the Council consisted of 138 members. The 
officers included David Newhouse (who would also become an advisor to the TSCFA), David 
Sive, Arthur M. Crocker, R. Watson Pomeroy and William K. Verner. The consortium was 
dissolved in 1976 because as David Newhouse, CCFP Chairman, writes, “its function is now 
fulfilled by other organizations such as EPL and The Adirondack Council.” Any remaining funds 
were transferred to the Adirondack Council.  
 
Scope and Content Note: This Collection includes evidence of not only the internal discussion 
informing the opinions and decisions of this group of environmentalist leaders but letters and 
statements from members to political leaders. This correspondence argues for the scientific and 
social importance of the legislator’s decisions and discusses details of issues and ramifications of 
outcomes. This includes an interesting discussion of the APA’s plan to classify and zone the 
wilderness of the Adirondack Park. Included in the Collection is a copy of the Forest Preserve 
Policy of the New York State Conservation Council as adopted at Massena, NY, September, 
1965. 
 
Note: FP= Forest Preserve, CCFP= Constitutional Council for the Forest Preserve, 
ADK=Adirondack Mountain Club, APA= Adirondack Park Agency, DEC= Department of 
Environmental Conservation, TSCFA= Temporary Study Commission on the Future of the 
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Box and Folder List: 
 
Box Folder Description 
1 1 Correspondence, 1973 regarding Adirondack Park Private Land Use and 
Development Plan,  
 
Names found: Robert Bliss, Sherret Chase (The Catskill Center for 
Conservation and Development, INC.), Alfred S. Forsyth (Sierra Club, 
Atlantic Chapter), Leonard R. Graydon, Theodore Hullar, Richard W. 
Lawrence (APA), Charles Maday, David Newhouse, Mrs. Carl Rowe, 
David Sive,  
 2 Correspondence, 1974 regarding float planes in the Adirondacks; the 
Harris Petition; APA; petition to reopen certain wilderness lakes to 
aircraft and to retain non-conforming uses; meeting agendas and minutes; 
rededication of detached parcels of the FP outside the Catskill Park; use 
of Adirondack State Lands; **Forest Preserve Policy** Forest Preserve 
Policy of the New York State Conservation Council (as adopted at 
Massena, NY, September, 1965) for Commercial Lumbering in the 
Preserve, Power Dams, Wilderness areas, Mechanized Travel, Land 
Acquisitions, Wildlife Management, Highways and Roads, Recreational 
Facilities and Access to Deer Country; appointments to the Adirondack 
Park Agency, use of aircraft for surveillance of FP, public hearings by the 
APA on amendments to the State Land Master Plan, Catskill Study 
Commission and analysis of the Harris Petition to amend the State Land 
Master Plan  
 
Names found: Allen J. Christopher (Isaak Walton League of America, 
Inc.), Bob Collin (Adirondack Action Coalition), Arthur Crocker (AfPA 
president), John A. Danielsen (New York-New Jersey Trail Conference, 
Inc.), Federated Conservationists of Westchester County,  David K. Ford, 
Leonard R. Graydon, (The Conservation League), Lawrence J. Gross, 
Kafin and Needleman, Glens Falls, Philip LoPresti (CCFP Secretary), 
James Marshall, David Newhouse, Richard H. Pough (Natural Area 
Council),  Susan A. Reed, Alan W. Rubenstein (lawyer for the Attorney 
General’s office of the State of New York), Norman Skliar (Nassau, 
BOCES) and Robert E. Young (New York State Conservation Council) 
 3 Correspondence, 1975-1976 regarding the “retirement” of CCFP and 
their funds being donated to the Adirondack Council, ballots of members 
voting for the dissolution of the organization,  
 
Names found: Alfred Forsyth, David Newhouse, R. Courtney Jones, 
Winnie LaRose, Mrs. Carl S. Rowe and LaVerne Thompson 
 4 Correspondence, Mailing and Membership Lists 
 5 Correspondence/ Reports, 1970 regarding an explanation of the 
organization, their history and goals, International Paper Company in Old 
Forge, TSCFA, Catskill Study Commission, Special Report on the 
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Adirondack Study Commission and Snowmobiles (published by the 
AfPA), enforcement of Article XIV, possible revisions of Section 2 of 
Article XIV),  work on the Ward Brook Fire Truck Road and widening of 
a fire road between Cold River lean-tos #3 and #4 and the Duck Hole 
ranger station  
 
Names found: Malcolm Baldwin (The Conservation Foundation, 
Washington, DC), Sherret Chase (President of the Catskill Center for 
Conservation and Development, Inc.), Arthur Crocker,  Henry L. 
Diamond (Commissioner DEC), Alfred Forsyth (Chairman, Sierra Club), 
John Gardner, Sheldon Gloger, Donald M. Gray, Leonard Graydon, 
Philip Ham, H. H. Howard (Associate Professor of Biology, Skidmore 
College), Harold Jerry (TSCFA),  David Newhouse, Helen Newhouse, 
John H. Schwab, LaVerne Thompson, Bill Verner and A. Scott Warthin 
Jr. (Director, CCFP) 
 6 Correspondence/ Reports, 1970 regarding meeting minutes, possible 
revisions of Section 2 of Article XIV, off road vehicles, FP lands outside 
the Blue Line, management of FP land, water supply reservoirs and canal 
water reservoirs on FP lands and FP acreage, Wilderness and Primitive 
classifications for FP land, repeal of amendment of the 3 percent 
reservoir exception in Article XIV of the Constitution, registration and 
regulation of off-road vehicles, Environmental Conservation Department 
status, snowmobile bill, dues envelope, new DEC (June 1970), 
snowmobile damage, erosion of the “Forever Wild” clause, TSCFA, 
CCFP policy and by-laws, New York City water supply, positions on 
snowmobiles, motorboats and aircraft landing in the FP 
 
Names found: Malcolm Baldwin, Max Berking, Walter S. Boardman, 
Robert L. Collin, Arthur Crocker, Alfred S. Forsyth, Leonard Graydon, 
Glen H. Harris (Chairman, State of New York Joint Legislative 
Committee on Environmental Management and Natural Resources), Ted 
Hullar, John Jamison, Hon. R. Stewart Kilborne, Hermann Krickhahn, 
Michael Nadel (Assistant Executive Director of the Wilderness Society), 
David Newhouse, Frank J. Oliver (Chairman of the Nominating 
Committee, CCFP), Michael Petruska, LaVerne Thompson, Mrs. Carl S. 
Rowe and Bill Verner 
 7 Correspondence/ Reports, 1970 correspondence, articles and meeting 
minutes regarding Governor’s Environmental Conservation act 
introduced by Assemblyman Glenn Harris and Senator B.C. Smith, the 
Off-Road Vehicle Act, snowmobile restrictions, Schroon Manor 
property, Introduction of the Regional Water Quality Act of 1970, 
Minnewaska, water pollution, Temporary Study Commission on the 
Water Supply, proposed state law regarding snowmobiles and other off-
road vehicles, discharge of sewage from motorboats, Conservation Bill of 
Rights Act, CCFP Conservation Policy and “Environment: Our 
Squandered Inheritance” a graduation address by Gardner D. Stout 
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Names found: Malcolm F. Baldwin (The Conservation Foundation), 
David M. Bigelow, Hon. Richard A. Cerosky, Arthur Crocker, Alfred S. 
Forsyth, Vic Glider (Director of Division of Lands and Forests), Leonard 
Graydon (The Conservation League), Philip W. Ham, William Hoppen 
(Citizens Committee for the Hudson Valley), Theodore Hullar, J.T. 
Jamison, Stewart Kilborne (Commissioner, State of New York 
Conservation Department), Michael Nadel, David Newhouse, Hon. R. 
Watson Pomeroy, Mrs. Paul J. Soley (Conservation Chairman, New York 
State Division, Woman’s National Farm & Garden Assn.), LaVerne 
Thompson and Maxwell Wheat (Long Island Environmental Council)  
 8 Correspondence/ Reports, 1971 correspondence, financial reports, 
regarding dissolution of the CCFP, sale of  Tahawus Railroad by the 
Federal Government to National Lead, water supply for southeastern 
New York, APA status, Blue Line extension, scenic easements, 
Constitutional amendment prohibiting diminution of the Adirondack and 
Catskill Parks, rivers bill, attacks on “Forever Wild,” Lake Champlain 
developments, State Land Master Plan, proposed snowmobile legislation, 
committee to study all-terrain vehicles and snowmobiles (proposed 
legislation), brochure from the Summer Conference on the Adirondacks 
1971 and overuse of parts of the Preserve 
 
Names found: Warren Beeken (Conservation Society of Southeastern 
Vermont), Helen E. Buckley, Arthur Crocker, Henry Diamond (DEC 
Commissioner), Robert D. Hennigan (Temporary State Commission on 
the Water Supply Needs of Southeastern New York), John T. Jamison, 
Tor D. Kolflat (American Society of Mechanical Engineers), Phil 
LoPresti,  David Newhouse, Dalwin J. Niles (NY Assemblyman), R. 
Watson Pomeroy, Ruth Reynolds (treasurer, The Catskill Center for 
Conservation and Development, Inc.), Fynette F. Rowe, David Sive, 
Marcia Smith (librarian, Adirondack Museum), John W. Stevens 
(director, Conservation Society of Southern Vermont), LaVerne 
Thompson, A. Scott Warthin Jr. (The Hudson River Conservation 
Society Inc.), Phil Terrie, Bill Verner, “Watchdog” (5 letters seemingly 
from an anonymous person in Long Lake, Bill Verner?) and Emery J. 
Woodall 
 9 Correspondence/ Reports, 1971 correspondence, statements and articles 
regarding “Adirondack Park Agency Discussed by Conservationist,” bills 
resulting from the Adirondack Study Commission recommendations (and 
CCFP statement of support of these bills), strengthening of “forever 
wild” clause, creation of the APA, acquisition of key tracts of land, 
creation of a system of wild, scenic and recreational rivers within the 
Park, snowmobile access, Citizens’ Lobby for the Environment, Ad Hoc 
Committee For Environmental Legislation, Environmental Charter and 
the Right to Court Action, strengthening DEC, protection for tidal 
wetlands, noise package bill, solid waste package bill, power siting bill, 
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environmental budget cuts, TSCFA, opposition to DEC budget cuts, 
Adirondack Hudson River Association, Glenn Harris bill for acquisition 
of upper Hudson River land for the FP,  Natural Resource Defense 
Council Newsletter, CCFP resolution on the 1971 budget cuts to DEC 
and suspension of Gooley Dam project 
 
Names found: Robert Newell Bliss, Helen A. Buckley, Victor H. 
Cahalane, Sherret S. Chase, Arthur M. Crocker, John A. Danielsen, 
Francis A. Demeree, Henry Diamond, William E. Endicott (Chairman, 
ADK Conservation Committee), Leonard R. Graydon, Philip W. Ham, 
T.N. Hurd, Theron C. Johnson, Robert J. Kafin, Hermann Krickhahn, 
John S. Mackiewicz (professor, SUNYA), David Newhouse, Nelson A. 
Rockefeller, David Sive, Hon. Ronald B. Stafford, Rod Vandivert, 
William K. Verner, Paul W. Weld and Clark C. Wemple 
 10 Correspondence/ Reports, 1971 correspondence regarding snowmobile 
trails, dredging for limestone in Lake Okeechobee, list of organizations in 
general support of the recommendations of the Adirondack Study 
Commission, the Trails and Bikeways bill, advisory council on trails, list 
of land in acres used for reservoirs on Forest Preserve land as per the 
NYS Conservation Council and bill creating a Temporary Study 
Commission on the Catskills 
 
Names found: Elizabeth Anderson, Hon. Peter A.A. Berle, John 
Buchanan, Sherret Chase, Franklin B. Clark, George J. Easter, John Van 
V. Elsworth, Hon. Roy M. Goodman, Mrs. Hobart D. Hunt,  R. Stewart 
Kilborne, A. E. Kopp, Nancy Matthews, David Newhouse,  Frank J. 
Oliver (ADK), Peter S. Paine, Michael Petruska, Robert L. Reed, Hon. 
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Arthur J. Roque, Mrs. Carl S. Rowe, M.S. Shor, 
David Sive, Mrs. Richard C. Stevenson (Gretchen H.), Robert D. Vessels 
(Office of Environmental Planning, Public Service Commission) and A. 
Scott Warthin Jr. 
 11 Correspondence/ Reports, 1972 regarding a questionnaire resolving 
issues at the inception of the group, recommendations to the proposed 
Adirondack Park Master Plan, ADK statement on the proposed Horizon 
Inc. Development, Wild Rivers Bill, Adirondack Park Extension Bill, 
Environmental Bond Act, the Environmental Quality Bond Act of 1972, 
ADK Conservation Fund, APA funding, Adirondack Action Now 
Conference, Water Resources Council proposed new standards, the 
Environmental Policy Center (staff, funding, operations), donation in 
John S. Apperson’s name, vehicular transport of heavy supplies for 
John’s Brook Lodge, Tahawus Railroad, water supply needs of 
southeastern NY, Catskill Study Commission,  
 
Names found: John S. Apperson, Sherret Chase, Robert L. Collin, 
Leonard Graydon, Mack Griswold, Ed Heimers, Robert D. Hennigan, 
Richard A. Hunter, Douglas S. and Arlene A. Langdon, Philip LoPresti, 
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Irma D. Meyer (research director, Dunhill Business Research Library), 
New York State Council of Churches, David Newhouse, Robert Watson 
Pomeroy, David Sive and LaVerne Thompson 
 12 Correspondence/ Reports, 1972 correspondence, statements, articles and 
meeting minutes regarding Citizens to Save the Adirondack Park (St. 
Lawrence County group started to stop Horizon Corp. from subdividing 
24,300 acres of Adirondack Park woodlands into 8,000-10,000 lots to 
accommodate a population of 21,000-36,000, Environmental Quality 
Bond Act of 1972, Adirondack Park Private Land Plan, implementation 
of the State Land Master Plan, Horizon and other developments, policy 
of the Environmental Planning Lobby and the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Bill  
 
Names found: Robert Newell Bliss, Earlyn Church (chairman, 
Appalachian Mountain Club), Bob Collin, Arthur M. Crocker, John A. 
Danielsen, Robert Denniston, Henry L. Diamond, Leonard R. Graydon, 
Mark D. Griswold, Alan Hall, Ted Hullar, Herman Krickhahn, Nancy 
Matthews (Sierra Club), Michael Nadel, David Newhouse, Robert L. 
Reed, Alan J. Roth, Carl S. Rowe, David Sive, Robert Snyder, John 
Stainton, Joseph Swidler, LaVerne Thompson and Chris Waring  
 13 Correspondence/ Reports, 1974 regarding “Bond Issue Benefits for 
Adirondack Area,” Adirondack Fish and Wildlife Management Task 
Force, “Policy on Wildlife and Habitat Management in New York State,”  
1980 Olympics APA watchdog group, “The Freight Carloadings Market 
on the Lake Placid Branch of the Penn Central Transportation 
Company,” by Donald E. Lodge andproposed amendment 15 (selling the 
FP lands outside the Catskill Park but within FP counties) 
 
Names found: Sherret S. Chase, Garrison R. Corwin, Jr., David 
Newhouse and Carl S. Rowe  
 14 Correspondence/ Reports includes Advisory Committee on the Future of 
the Adirondacks, statement presented at a hearing of TSCFA, proposed 
bill to amend the NY vehicle and traffic law to provide for off-road 
vehicles including snowmobiles, long term state policy toward 
acquisition of additional FP land, “The Future of the Forest Preserve,” by 
Dr. Arthur E. Newkirk, AfPA “Adirondack Study Commission and 
Snowmobile Report, questions for Article XIV seminar, intent of the 
“forever wild” clause from the Constitutional Convention of 1884, 
“Hearing of the TSCFA, Lake George, 1969), “Towns of Indian Lake, et 
al. v. State Boards of Equalization and Assessment,” “The Forest 
Preserve of New York State,” printed by Schenectady ADK, Interim 
Report of the TSCFA Commission 1969 and a resume and biographical 
resume of David L. Newhouse as he was appointed to the TSCFA 
Commission 
 
Names found: Daniel E. Button, Mrs. George Dalziel, George Davis, 
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Alfred S. Forsyth, Glenn H. Harris, J. Neil Huber, Harold A. Jerry, Jr., 
C.D. “Larry” Lane, Robert E. Lynch, David Newhouse, Leo W. O’Brien 
(Chairman, TSCFA), Frank J. Oliver (ADK), Nelson A. Rockefeller, 
Arthur V. Savage, John Stock and Linda Wyer (secretary, TSCFA)  
 15 Correspondence/ Reports includes Advisory Committee on the Future of 
the Adirondacks, articles, correspondence regarding TSCFA, comments 
on TSCFA, position of the Federated Garden Clubs of NYS Inc., The 
Wilderness Society and The New York State Council of Churches on 
TSCFA, snowmobile (Dexter Lake) trail near Old Sacandaga Military 
Road, Interim Report of the TSCFA Commission 1970, “The Detached 
Parcel Problem,” Newhouse’s comments on ‘staff proposal for 
administration of the Forest Preserve,’ AfPA “Special Reports” on the 
TSCFA and snowmobile report 1969 and debate over snowmobiles and 
ski touring 
 
Names found: Wayne H. Byrne, A.D. Coggeshall, Bob Collin, George 
Davis, Henry Diamond, Richard Estes, Alfred S. Forsyth, Harold K. 
Hochschild (Chairman of TSCFA ), J. Neil Huber, JR., Harold A. Jerry, 
Larry King, James Marshall (The Wilderness Society), Michael Nadel, 
David Newhouse, Arthur V. Savage, Diane Schillinger, Chester T. Sims, 
David Sive, William K. Verner and The Wilderness Society 
 16 Reports includes Position statements of candidates for delegates, New 
York Times article by James Marshall, roster of delegates to the 1967 
Constitutional Convention and their votes/commitments to the Forest 
Preserve, correspondence, statement by Senator Javits, “Save the Forest 
Preserve” mailing in re: delegates and a statement given by Frank D. 
O’Connor   
 
Names found:  H. Clark Bell, William Bensley, David M. Bigelow, 
Theodore Black, Charles F. Brennan, Jr., Claude J. Clark, James E. 
Daley, Robert Denniston, Perry B. Duryea, Jr., Friends of the Forest 
Preserve, Scott E. Greene, P.W. Ham, Hoyt M. Jackson, Jacob K. Javits, 
John A. Kane, Eugene Keogh, Mrs. Howard A. La Rose (Winnie), 
Anthony R. Lombardo, Daniel A. Lynch, Bruce A. Manley, Frank J. 
Mastandrea, Michael Nadel, David L. Newhouse, Anne Pacurar, R. 
Watson Pomeroy, Joseph Verner Reed, R.J. Ringlee, John V. Rogowski, 
Lynn Singer, David Sive, Bernard C. Smith, Charles F. Stockmeister, 
Marietta Tree, Fred Tromel, Rod Vandivert, Jack Weinstein, Franklin R. 
Weissberg and Kenneth R. Willard 
 17 Reports includes Position statement of candidates for delegates, Ulster 
County Democratic Committee slate of candidates 1966, correspondence, 
Republican State Campaign for constitutional delegates, “Replies from 
delegate candidates to first letter (for mean for our position)” and an elect 
John L Carlson card  
 
Names found: James Amadei, Betty Babcock, Mortimer Barr, John D. 
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Bennett, Seymour Besunder, Charles F. Brennan, Jr., Louis A. Brevetti, 
Guy R. Brewer, Bernard L. Burton, Albert H. Buschmann, Victor A. 
Cocozziello, Arthur M. Crocker, Charles A. Cusick, Richard DiNapoli, 
Dante L. Ferrari, Harold L. Fisher, Rhonda L. Goodkin, J. Milfred Hull, 
Jacob J. Javits, Thomas R. Jones, David K. Kadane, John L. Kuhn, Jr., 
Charles W. Laffin, Jr., William Norris Leonard, Mrs. L.H. (Shirley) 
Lester,  John V. Lindsay, Roy L. MacDougal, Robert R. Mandia, John J. 
Marchi, Walter G. McGahan, Monica McManus, Bernard S. Meyer, 
Frank C. Moore, John M. Murphy, George C. Newcomb, David 
Newhouse, Lithgow Osborne, Frank D. O’Connor, A. Holly Patterson, 
Mario Pittoni, Frederick M. Reuss, Jr.,  Leonard B. Sand (Knollwood), 
Max Schwartz, Abe Selden, David Sive, Harold M. Spritzer, Joseph A. 
Suozzi, Glenn C. VanBramer, Rod Vandivert, William F. Walsh, Jack B. 
Weinstein, Paul J. Widlitz, J.A. Winheim and Wallace D. Wood 
 18 Reports includes Position Statements of Candidates for delegates, 
correspondence 
 
Names found: Milton Albert, Mr. Ralph A. Atwater, Richard J. Bartlett, 
David M. Bigelow,  Earl W. Brydges,  Rosemary E. Bucci, Albert S. 
Callan Jr., George J. Camino, George W. Cornell, Erastus Corning, 2nd,  
Thomas A. Craig, Virgil C. Crisafulli, James G. Cuddy, John F. Daly, 
Mark K. Davey, J. Murdoch Dawley, Vincent A. DeIorio, John W. 
Dennehy, Joseph T. DeVitt,  John E. Dickinson, Arthur L. Emmighausen, 
Paul A. Fino, Scott E. Greene, Burdett J. Hasper, Charles D. Henderson, 
Harry Herman, Samuel S. Hesson, Edward S. Jones, Kevin Kennedy, 
Irving Krager, Ralph Krohn, Mary Anne Krupsak, Harold J. Leonard, 
Frank J. Maglich, Neal P. McCurn, Seymour Meadow, Hunter Meighan, 
Jeremiah J. Moriarty, David L. Newhouse, Joseph A. Nocco, Frederic 
Paul Norton, Mary B. Parkhurst (Mrs. R.W.), Paul M. Parsons, Francis 
R. Paternoster,  Benjamin C. Perreault, Robert Watson Pomeroy, Arthur 
Prindle, Robert M. Quigley, A. Frank Reel, Daniel J. Reidy, Wolfgang J. 
Riemer, Mrs. Robert (Jeanne) Richman, H. Buswell Roberts, J. Ward 
Russell, Theodore M. Ruzow, George L. Savory, Edmund L. Shea, Garth 
A. Shoemaker, Robert P. Slocum, William A. Smith, Stanley P. Spisiak, 
Wallace J. Stakel, Joseph T. St. Lawrence, Harry Treinin, Mrs. Glenn 
Van Bramer, John J. Walsh and Joseph Wasser 
 19 Reports, Temporary Study Commission on the Future of the 
Adirondacks, list of advisors, conference agendas, newspaper articles, 
hearing statements and press releases  
 
Names found: Arthur M. Crocker, Phil Ham, Harold Jerry, Jr., Margaret 
Lamy,  James Marshall, David Newhouse, Peter S. Paine, Diane 
Schillinger, David Sive and William K. Verner 
 20 Reports, Temporary Study Commission on the Future of the 
Adirondacks, correspondence, articles, National Park proposal,  
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Names found: Werner C. Baum, Arthur Crocker, Arthur A. Davis, 
Richard F. Estes, Jr., Finch Pruyn, Alfred S. Forsyth, Albert Hall, Harold 
A. Jerry, Jr., David L. Newhouse, Leo W. O’Brien, Frank J. Oliver, Peter 
S. Paine, Jr., Robert Watson Pomeroy, William K. Verner, A. Scott 
Warthin, Jr. and Robert E. Young 
 21 Reports, Publications and Statements includes “Constitutional Safeguards 
for the New York State Forest Preserve,” hearing statements, roster of 
delegates and positions, chairman’s report and CCFP newsletters 
 
Names found: Jacob K. Javits, David L. Newhouse, Robert Rienow, PhD 
and Jack B. Weinstein 
 22 Reprints, Publications and Statements includes newsletters, roster of 
delegates with their commitments to the Forest Preserve, informational 
pamphlets, Hoffman Mountain, CCFP statement on the hearing regarding 
the Northeastern United States Water Supply Study, statement for 
presentation at the hearing of the Committee on Natural Resources and 
Agriculture and Blue Ridge Ski Amendment  
 
Name found: David Newhouse 
 23 Reports, Article XIV- New York State Constitution 
 24 Constitutional Convention, Reports/ Published Works 1960’s includes 
“Conservationists and the Constitutional Convention,” The Wilderness 
Society- statement of Michael Nadel at a hearing on Forest Preserve 
issues, R. Watson Pomeroy talk before the New York Section of Society 
of American Foresters, editorial, “A Matter of Principle,” “The 
Redwoods,” articles, “The Role of Recreation in the Forest Preserve” 
(talk), correspondence, New York State’s Forest Preserve (information 
leaflet) and “The Forest Preserve” (statement by Robert Moses) 
 
Names found: Sherret Chase, P.W. Fosburgh, Barnett Fowler, Arthur 
Levitt, Edward W. Littlefield, Michael Nadel, Alfred Najer, Arthur E. 
Newkirk, R. Watson Pomeroy and Fay Welch 
 25 Constitutional Convention Reports/ Published Works 1960’s includes 
articles, “The Audubon View”(article), AfPA view draft, Robert Rienow 
statement before the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture 
Constitutional Convention of 1967, “What is the Forest Preserve” by 
Walter S. Boardman, “Battle for Wilderness in New York State’s Forest 
Preserve” from The Living Wilderness, quotation from “The Trail and 
Campfire Country” an editorial by Anthony Wayne Smith, President 
National Parks Association, The Wilderness Society statement of 
Michael Nadel, remarks of David Sive on “Claims Upon the Land and 
Water”  
 
Names found: George Macinko and David Sive 
 26 Constitutional Convention Reports/ Published Works 1960’s includes 
preliminary statement by David Sive, “Statement Presented Before the 
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Committee on the Legislature of the 1967 Constitutional Convention on 
behalf of The Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks by 
Arthur M. Crocker,” “A Statement on Constitutional Protection of the 
New York Forest Preserve Presented by the Genesee Valley Chapter of 
the Adirondack Mountain Club to the Natural Resources and Agriculture 
Committee of the 1967 Constitutional Convention,”  “Recreation: A 
Conservation Problem” by John S. King, “Forest Preserve Statement on 
Behalf of The Baldwin (New York) Bird Club and Federation of New 
York State Bird Clubs, Inc.”, the position of the Adirondack Mountain 
Club, “Forever Wild—Forever Natural” by the Federation of New York 
State Bird Clubs, Inc., “ Constitutional Safeguards for the New York 
State Forest Preserve” by David L. Newhouse, articles, “Conservation 
Bill of Rights” by Arthur Levitt, Jr., “A Case for Multiple-Use of the 
New York State Forest Preserve” (pamphlet), “Should Forest Preserve 
Lands Outside the Adirondack and Catskill Parks and Within the Forest 
Preserve Counties, be retained?” CCFP newsletters, proposed 1938 
amendments to Article VII and Slide Lecture Notes on a slide 
presentation given to the Colonie Kiwanis Club 
 
Names found: John H. Hughes, David L. Newhouse, R. Watson 
Pomeroy, David Sive and Fay Welch 
 27 Constitutional Convention Reprints/ Published Works 1960’s includes 
press releases, Statement by David M. Bigelow to the 1967 
Constitutional Convention and the Forest Preserve,” “Opinion of the 
Hon. Joseph H. Choate in response to the Association for the Protection 
of the Adirondacks on the matter of the application to the River 
Improvement Commission,” “Constitutional Protection of the New York 
State Forest Preserve, A Statement Presented for the Adirondack 
Mountain Club, Inc. by Philip Ham, to the Temporary State Commission 
on the Constitutional Convention,” “League of Women Voters of New 
York State Facts for voters election day 1966,” “Consumers of the 
River,” “Quotation from “The Trail and Campfire Country” and editorial 
by Anthony Wayne Smith, President National Parks Association” 
National Parks Magazine, “Do You Want and Arietta Speedway?” 
“Wilderness Areas in the Preserve?” “Deer and the Forest Preserve” by 
David L. Newhouse, “Patterns for Action: Water and Recreation 
Resources,” “Constitutional Council Formed” Adirondac magazine, 
“ADK’s Statement on Forest Preserve before the State Commission on 
the Constitutional Convention” press release and “The Physically 
Handicapped entering the Forest Preserve with ease” op-ed 1934 
 
Names found: Wendell Berry, Mayor William F. Walsh, Maxwell C. 
Wheat, Jr. and Harold Gridley Wilm 
 28 Constitutional Convention Reports includes Published Works 1960’s, 
“Organizations which urge the present wording of the first two sentences 
of Section 1 and all of Section 4 of Article XIV,” “Speech of 
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Conservation Commissioner R. Stewart Kilborne at the 33rd Annual 
Convention of the new York State Conservation Council,” “Excerpts of 
remarks by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Prepared for Delivery at the 
33rd Annual Convention of the New York State Conservation Council,” 
“Recommendations of the Platform Advisory Committee to the 
Committee on Rules and Resolution,” “Constitutional Council for the 
Forest Preserve to the Keene Valley Chapter, Adirondack Mountain 
Club,” “The Constitutional Convention and State Lands at Lake George” 
by Phil Ham, correspondence, “The Growth of a Tree” by Edwin H. 
Ketchledge, “Recreation: A Conservation Problem” by John S. King, 
directory for the Finger Lakes Trail Conference,” “Comments on 
Proposal Introductory…to amend Article VII, Section 7 May, 1938” 
issued by the Schenectady County Conservation Council, Inc., “A Marsh 
is Nature’s Treasure Chest,” “Constitutional Council for the Forest 
Preserve Position Report,” “Wilderness Management a Growing 
Challenge” in Journal of Forestry 1966 and “Summary of Remarks of 
Peter S. Paine, Jr.” 
 
Names found: Devereux Butcher, Grace E.B. Murphy, David L. 
Newhouse and Rod Pegues 
 29 Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture 1967 includes 
transcript of minutes 
2   
 1 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 I includes “Towns of Indian Lake, et al. v. 
State Board of Equalization and Assessment,” “Editorial in the New 
York Times, State Recreation Needs,” “October Hearings Scheduled 
Before the Commission on the Constitutional Convention,” “Who’s Who 
Among L.I. Delegates to the State Constitutional Convention,” articles, 
“Proposed Letter to Republican Nominees,” “Proposed Letter to 
Democratic Nominees,” copies from the 1907 and 1907 annual reports, 
CCFP newsletters, “Opinion of the Hon. Joseph H. Choate,” letters 
regarding the full preservation of Article XIV Section 7, State Lands at 
Lake George (educational bulletin from Lake George Protective 
Association, State University Research on Lake George incl. Lake 
George water levels, Conservation Caravan, New York State 
Conservation Forum and CCFP meeting agenda 
 
Names found: David M. Bigelow, Robert N. Bliss, Walter S. Boardman, 
Charles H. Collison Neil Corbin, Arthur Crocker, George Crossette, John 
F. Daly, James A. Fitzpatrick, Alfred S. Forsyth, P.W. Ham, Mabel 
James, Jerry Koller, Ralph Krohn, Louis Lauer, Harold J. Leonard, 
Edward S. Litchfield, Hon. Robert E. Lynch, Frank C. Moore, David 
Newhouse, Hon. Dalwin J. Niles, Honorable Frank D. O’Connor, Stewart 
M. Ogilvy, John Ostrander, Hon. Mario Pittoni, R. Watson Pomeroy, 
Susan Reed, Robert Richman, Robert Rienow, Robert J. Ringlee, David 
Sive, Gretchen Stevenson, Ronald Stewart, Rod Vandivert (Long Island 
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Resources Council) and Fay Welch 
 2 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 II includes Senate vote 1966, “Some 
Aspects of Government and Private Enterprise in the Ski Facilities 
Business” by R.W. Sittner, CCFP statement of policy, CCFP meeting 
agenda, “The Convention Picture,” press release, “Current Topics in 
Conservation” by Peter A. Murtha and Richard J. McNeil, “Members of 
the Temporary State Commission to Make a Comprehensive Study of the 
Constitution,” CCFP membership list and articles 
 
Names found: John J. Burns, Arthur M. Crocker, Philip Ham, Ruth 
Gillette Hardy, Dr. Henry Heald, Louis Lefkowitz, Hon. Frank C. Moore, 
David L. Newhouse, Arthur E. Newkirk, Robert L. Reed, Susan Reed, 
Hon. Carl Spad, Rod Vandivert, Sam Vandivert and Maxwell C. Wheat 
 3 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 III includes letters to delegates 
encouraging them to protect Article XIV section 7, “What is the Forest 
Preserve?” by Walter S. Boardman, “The CCFP Help Now to Protect the 
Forest Preserve, “Constitutional Council Organised (sic),” position of the 
New York State Division of the Izaac Walton League, Conservation 
Forum of New York State meeting minutes, 56 organizations urging 
Article VII Section 7 wording remain the same, CCFP Position Report, 
letter to potential delegates, newspaper articles, CCFP chair report, wild 
rivers Hudson Dams article, Confederated Conservationists Concerned 
with the Constitutional Convention, list of groups desiring changes in 
Article XIV and Constitutional Convention notes, Report of December 4, 
1965 Conservation Meeting Rhinebeck, NY  
 
Names found: P.W. Ham, R. Stewart Kilborne, Roger McCane, David 
Newhouse, Arthur Newkirk, Stewart Ogilvy, Robert Reed, Susan Reed, 
Paul Schaefer, David Sive and Rod Vandivert 
 4 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 IV includes reference:“Apperson Papers 
Presently in Custody of Ham,” Newkirk and White, membership list, 
editorial, Adirondac article “Constitutional Council Formed,” summary 
of Federation activities (Federated Conservationists of Westchester 
County), “The Convention Picture,” and “A New Constitution- Who 
Need It?” brochure 
 
Names found: Frank Adams, Mrs. Ralph A. Atwater, David Bigelow, 
Arthur Crocker, Evans, Toby Foote, Stephen O. Gehring, Phil Ham, Ruth 
Gillette Hardy, Johnson, Harold J. Leonard, Robert E. Lynch, Mrs. 
Robert T. Morrison, David Newhouse, Mrs. Robert Reed, Susan Reed, 
Robert Rienow, David Sive, Rod Vandivert, John Van Varick Elsworth 
and Max C. Wheat 
 5 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 V Correspondence/ Reports 1966 IX 
“Save the Forest Preserve,” press release, note on quantity mailings, 
(many letters in this collection are typed on back of Citizens’ Northway 
Committee stationary), “Attacks on the Forest Preserve which may be 
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expected at the constitutional convention, CCFP pamphlet, CC outline, 
“Constitutional Conventions in New York State” by Frank C. Moore, 
proposed letter to potential delegates, Citizen’s Northway Committee 
Bulletin July 4th 1959, American Motors Conservation Award, 
Organizations on Public Record for the Forest Preserve in 1938 and 
CCFP Position Report 
 
Names found: David M. Bigelow, Walter S. Boardman, Jacques Ch. 
Boutinon, George Buell, John J. Burns, Mrs. Henry P. Conron, Arthur 
Crocker, Robert J. Entwistle, Joel J. Fleck, Stephen O. Gehring, Guy A. 
Graves, Leonard R. Graydon, Philip W. Ham, Henry Heald, Oscar 
Houston,  Hon. John H. Hughes, Irving Like, Tom Malone, Mrs. Robert 
T. Morrison, Frank C. Moore, David Newhouse, Lloyd Northard, George 
V. Palmer, Dot Plum, Hon. R. Watson Pomeroy, Susan Reed, Robert 
Rienow, Paul Schaefer, David Sive, Carl Spad, Rod Vandivert and 
Maxwell Wheat, Jr. 
 6 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 VI includes Statement of Object of 
CCFP, CCFP position report, CCFP pamphlet, meeting agenda, 
registration list, attendance list, article regarding meeting, press release 
and identification of slides from David Newhouse 
 
Names found: Bob Bliss, Walter A. Boardman, E. F. Brown, Geoffrey C. 
Clifford, Arthur Crocker, Robert Denniston, Joel J. Fleck, George Fuge, 
Guy A. Graves, Philip Ham, R. Stewart Kilborne, Sen. Robert E. Lynch, 
Roger McCane, Royal McClelland, David Newhouse, Arthur E. 
Newkirk, George V. Palmer, R. Watson Pomeroy, Robert L. Reed, 
Robert Rienow, Paul Schaefer, David Sive, Rod Vandivert, David 
Vermilyea and Wallace D. Wood 
 7 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 VII includes meeting agendas and 
minutes, reports, memos, forecasts, report of the Conservation 
Committee, information on “Wild Rivers” and “The Myths and the 
Parallels,” song written for Forever Wild to the tune of “McNamara’s 
Band,” information regarding preservation of the Juhring Estate in Dobbs 
Ferry, “Conservation Now” newsletter (a publication of the Federation of 
New York State Bird Clubs), special memo of the Scenic Hudson 
Preservation Conference regarding their case against the Federal Power 
Commission, “Trail Walker” (News of Hiking and Conservation from the 
New York-New Jersey Trail Conference), CCCCC meeting agenda, 
statement from the Wolf Lake Club Inc. on the proposed Sullivan County 
purchase of 550 acres held under “protective provisions” of the State 
Constitution, Newkirk’s list of “Groups Who May Desire Changes in 
Article XIV” County purchase of 550 acres held under “protective 
provisions” of the State Constitution, Newkirk’s list of “Groups Who 
May Desire Changes in Article XIV,” Harold Gridley Wilm’s “Patterns 
for Action: Water and Recreation Resources,” “Statement of Victor H. 
Cahalane andNewhouse’s CCFP membership card 
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Names found: David Bigelow, Robert Denniston, Hon. Stephen Doig, 
Joel Fleck, Philip W. Ham, T.C. Johnson, David Newhouse, Arthur E. 
Newkirk, Susan Reed, David Sive, Rod Vandivert, Mrs. John H. van 
Schaick, and Maxwell C. Wheat 
 8 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 VIII includes meeting minutes, articles, 
list of delegates elected to the convention, press release concerning an 
investigation of the need for the state to take land for roads, 
“Administrative Actions Against Acquisition of Lands for Addition to 
the State Forest Preserve,” report from the annual meeting, article on the 
Utica to Montreal monorail, Notice of Submission of Proposition 
Number One, and Proposed Amendments to the State Constitution One 
to Eleven, Inclusive, to be Voted on at the General Election, November 8, 
1966” and a plea for support to the Friends of the Forest Preserve 
 
Names found: David Bigelow, Arthur Crocker, Harriet L. Delafield, Phil 
W. Ham, Robert F. Flacke,  Leonard R. Graydon, Mrs. Harold A. 
LaRose, Elizabeth D. Levers (Committee on Natural Resources, 
Appalachian Mountain Club), Irving Like, James Marshall, Nancy 
Matthews (Sierra Club), Michael Nadel (Wilderness Society), Harry 
Nees, David L. Newhouse, Hon. Dalwin J. Niles, Stewart Ogilvy, Jerome 
T. Orans, Cecile Panzer, R. Watson Pomeroy, Maurice G. Postley 
(Delaware County Conservation Association), Robert Rienow, Carol 
Weinschenk, Jack B. Weinstein and Maxwell Wheat, Jr. 
 9 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 IX includes articles, press releases, letter 
regarding Paul Schaefer’s article in The Living Wilderness, 
“Constitutional Safeguards for the New York State Forest Preserve,” 
brochure printed by the CCFP, editorial from the New York Times 
regarding State recreation needs and articles claiming Rockefeller would 
ease Forever Wild ban 
 
Names found: Milton Alpert, David M. Bigelow, Hon. John J. Burns, 
Lynn Kay Crear,  Arthur Crocker, John F. Daly, Armen G. Fisher, Mark 
J. Fitzgerald, Stephen Gehring, Rhonda L. Goodkin, Phil Ham, Jacob 
Javits, Elizabeth D. Levers, Arthur Levitt, Jr., Irving Like, George 
Marshall (as President of the Sierra Club), Hon. Frank C. Moore, Edward 
Morrette, Michael Nadel, Harry Nees, David Newhouse, Frank D. 
O’Connor (President of the Council of the City of New York), Steve 
Ogilvy, Anne Pacurar, Mrs. Robert L. Reed, Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, 
David Sive,  Hon. Carl Spad, Dr. Leo Stern, Jr.,  LaVerne Thompson, 
Rod Vandivert, Hon. William F. Walsh and Maxwell Wheat 
 10 Correspondence/ Reports 1966 X includes articles, report updating Storm 
King issues, excerpt from NYT article on Corbin succeeding Heald as 
chief of State Constitutional Study, Chairman’s Report 7/29/66, press 
releases, CCFP membership list with addresses and a copy of “The 
Living Wilderness” magazine Summer 1966 including articles by Paul 
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Schaefer and David Newhouse 
 
Names found: David Bigelow, Robert N. Bliss, Charles H. Callison, 
Arthur Crocker, William H. Earl, James A. Fitzpatrick, Stephen O. 
Gehring, Guy A. Graves, Leonard Graydon, Phillip Ham, Burdette J. 
Hasper, Stuart E. Hosler, R. Stewart Kilborne, Jr., Jerry Koller, Hon. 
Howard Koop, Ralph Krohn, Louis J. Lefkowitz, Amy LeMaire, 
Elizabeth D. Levers, John V. Lindsay, David Newhouse, Anne Pacurar, 
Hon. R. Watson Pomeroy, Susan A. Reed, Robert Reeve, Robert Rienow, 
Hon. Nelson A. Rockefeller, Arthur V. Savage, David Sive, Fred Smith, 
Ester V. Stiles, Hon. Ralph A. Straetz, William vanden Heuvel, Rod 
Vandivert, Fay Welch, Maxwell Wheat, Wallace D. Wood and Robert 
Young 
 11 Correspondence/ Reports 1967 I including voting record on Stafford’s 
bill, articles, “Report of the Committee on Style and Arrangement to the 
Constitutional Convention in support of Proposition 1285 G,” meeting 
minutes, CCFP newsletter, “Convention News Service” July 21, 1967, 
August 4, 1967, August 17, 1967 and August 31, 1967, October 9, 1967, 
“New York State Conservation Council, Inc. Legislative Report,” 
transcript of talk by R. Watson Pomeroy, report on “multiple use” and 
“Forever Wild vs. recreation development”  
 
Names found: Hon. William Bensley, Robert L. Collin, Saul C. Corwin, 
Arthur Crocker, Perry B. Duryea, Jr., Hon. Janet Hill Gordon, Mr. Hall, 
Sam M. Hesson, Howard T. Hogan, Ralph Krohn, Winifred LaRose, 
Elizabeth Levers, Hon. Arthur Levitt, Jr., Michael Magzis, George 
Marshall, Nancy Matthews, Borden Mills, Michael Nadel, David 
Newhouse, R. Watson Pomeroy, R.J. Ringlee, Hon. Dollie Robinson, 
Hon. Stella Sternberg Scheer, David Sive, Maurice Frederik Smith, Stan 
Spisiak, Mrs. G. Gustav Steiner, Hon Charles F. Stockmeister, Hon. 
Anthony J. Travia, William vanden Heuvel, Rod Vandivert, Maxwell C. 
Wheat, Jr., and Thomas W. Wallace 
 12 Correspondence/ Reports 1967 II including information and comments 
on proposition 1285A (the Stockmeister proposition), telegrams 
documenting support of CCFP in opposition to changes to Article XIV 
section1, copy of New York Times editorial, ”Forever Wild,” “Article 
XIV, Sections 1-4 (as in effect 1964),” Clark’s proposal #169 to amend 
article XIV 
 
Names found: William W. Bartlett, D.W. Brightman, Robert L. Collin, 
Arthur Crocker, George Crossette, Robert J. Entwistle, Leonard R. 
Graydon, Ruth Gillette Hardy, Philip W. Ham, Hon. Samuel M. Hesson, 
William Hoppen, Mason T. Ingram, Miss Mabel James, John T. Jamison, 
Mona Lapham, Mrs. Howard A. LaRose,  Elizabeth D. Levers, Irving 
Like, Edward S. Litchfield, Myron H. Luke, George Marshall, Willis J. 
Messiah, Borden Mills, Michael Nadel, David Newhouse, Arthur E. 
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Newkirk, Frank Oliver, Hon. R. Watson Pomeroy, , Robert W. Raymond 
MD, Raymond J. Rice, Robert Rienow, Richard Reiss, Jr., Mr. Ringlee, 
Paul Schaefer, David Sive, Charles F. Stockmeister, Paula Strain, Hon. 
Anthony J. Travia, Rod Vandivert, Mrs. Frances Vicario, Mr. and Mrs. 
W.L. Webb and Maxwell C. Wheat 
 13 Correspondence/ Reports 1967 III including newsletter of the CCFP May 
1, 1967, an environmental bill of rights by Irving Like, copy of a New 
York Times letter to the editor, “Conservation in State Constitution,” 
copy of “What is the Enforcement Clause?” by Lawrence King, 
“Convention News Service” April 9, 1967 (Number 1), conservation 
department press release, AfPA statement to Temporary State 
Commission on the Constitutional Convention, pamphlet from “The 
Wilderness Heritage,” statement by Sen. Jacob Javits, CCFP bulletin on 
726 to permit 3% of the forest preserve to be developed and improved for 
recreational development and CCFP statement at the hearing on the 
Northeastern United States Water supply Study, March 21, 1967  
 
Names found: Richard J. Bartlett, Loren Berry, David E. Blabey, Harlan 
B. Brumstead, Edward J. Carleton (President of the Ausable Club), 
Erastus Corning, Arthur Crocker, Robert Denniston, Edith A. Entwistle, 
Phil Ham, D.L. Hanselman, Henry Harris, Gordon A. Howe, J. Milfred 
Hull,  General F.P. Koisch, Mrs. Howard A. (Winifred) LaRose, Daniel 
A. Lynch, P.O. Moberg, Frank C. Moore, Michael Nadel, David L. 
Newhouse, Hon. Dalwin J. Niles, Robert Pohlman, R. Watson Pomeroy, 
Susan Reed, Abe Seldin, David Sive, Hon. Bernard C. Smith, Ronald B. 
Stafford, Charles F. Stockmeister, John B. Trevor, Jr., Rod Vandivert, 
Maxwell Wheat, Jr., Jack B. Weinstein,  Maxwell Wheat, Ruth White, 
William C. White and Louis E. Wolfe 
 14 Correspondence/ Reports 1967 IV includes press releases, pleas to 
delegates, articles, “What is the Enforcement Clause?” by Lawrence 
King, legislative notes, official copies of the resolution proposing an 
amendment to article fourteen, re: Blue Ridge Ski Amendment, re: Storm 
King –Con Ed hearings, “The State Forest Preserve and the Constitution” 
by James Marshall and “Groups Who May Desire Changes in Article 
XIV” by Newhouse 
 
Names found: Phillip S. Berry, Stewart M. Brandborg, William E. 
Bensley, Harlan B Brumstead, James F. Carroll, Ed Cox, Arthur Crocker, 
Harriet L. Delafield, Leonard Graydon, Phil Ham, William Hoppen, John 
H. Hughes, Harry A. Kerr, Hon. R. Stewart Kilborne, Ralph Krohn, Mrs. 
Howard A. LaRose, Elizabeth D. Levers, Arthur Levitt, Jr., Don M. 
Mankiewicz, George Marshall, James Marshall, Nancy Matthews, Robert 
McKay, Frank C. Moore, Michael Nadel, David Newhouse, Hon. 
Dalwyn Niles, John H. Norris, Michael Petruska, Hon. R. Watson 
Pomeroy, Susan Reed, Robert Rienow, Mrs. Ruth Rolleston, Howard 
Samuels, Paul Schaefer, Fred C. Simmons (Northeastern Loggers 
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Association), David Sive, Bernard C. Smith, Charles F. Stockmeister, 
Peter Straus, Hon. Marietta Tree, William J. vanden Heuvel, Esq., Rod 
Vandivert, Claude Walbert, Fay Welch, Maxwell C. Wheat and Mrs. 
William C. White 
 15 Correspondence/ Reports 1968 I includes meeting agendas, accounting, 
re: Adirondack Hudson River Association Conference at Lake George, 
re: Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, re: Peacock Farms interchange 
controversy, re: Gooley Dam, “Why Gooley #1?”, “New Rules on 
Snowmobiles in the Forest Preserve,” re: Wild Rivers Act, re: 
“Appointments to Temporary Study Commission on the Future of the 
Adirondacks Made,” re: Wise & Associates Planning Consultants, re: 
Hudson River- Hyde Park Supply Estimated Project Costs and “Forever 
Wild?” by Pieter W. Fosburgh 
 
Names found: David C. Bigelow, William S. Chapin, Edward C. Crafts, 
Arthur Crocker, Harriet L. Delafield, John Maurice Demers, Theodore C. 
Feurer, Ruth Gillette Hardy,  Leonard Graydon, Paul Greenwald, Phil 
Ham, Dr. Donald F. Hornig, H.H. Howard,  Hon. Jacob K. Javits, Mrs. 
Howard A. (Winnie) LaRose, Edward C. Maguire, P.O. Mobarg, David 
Newhouse, Stewart M. Ogilvy, Richard H. Pough, Phyllis Rosner, Mrs. 
Carl S. Rowe, Lynette Rowe, David Sive, Miss Laverne Thompson, Alan 
Wellikoff, William K. Verner and Robert Young 
 16 Correspondence/ Reports 1968 II includes meeting minutes, agendas, 
accounting, news releases, re: CCFP by-laws and conservation policy, re: 
Stockmeister Resolution, re: Gooley Dam #1, re: snowmobiles, Duryea’s 
resolution of the Senate and Assembly and re: snowmobiles and list of 
board of CCFP directors 
 
Names found: Malcolm Baldwin, David Bigelow, Robert N. Bliss, 
Arthur Crocker, Alfred S. Forsyth, Ruth Gillette Hardy, Leonard 
Graydon, Phillip Ham, Miss Ruth Hardy, H.H. Howard, Theodore 
Hullar, Ralph Krohn, Douglas S. Langdon, George Marshall, James 
Marshall, J. Burch McMorran, William J. Nealon, David L. Newhouse, 
Hon. R. Watson Pomeroy, Hon. Nelson A. Rockefeller, Paul Schaefer 
(Adirondack Hudson River Association), David Sive, LaVerne 
Thompson, Maxwell C. Wheat and Hanna C. Williams 
 17 Correspondence/ Reports 1968 III includes materials regarding Gooley 
Number One Reservoir Project, natural resources “bill of rights,” press 
release re: CCFP continuing to operate, meeting agendas and minutes, 
articles,  by-laws of the CCFP, Stockmeister resolution to replace Article 
XIV, “Current conservation issues requiring unified action” and 
“Conservation Now” published by the Federation of New York State 
Bird Clubs”  
 
Names found: John F. Brown, Victor H. Cahalane, Arthur Crocker, Perry 
B. Duryea, Jr., Alfred S. Forsyth, Herman Foster, Ruth Gillette, Leonard 
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Graydon, Philip Ham, Miss Ruth Hardy, Anthony D. Ingraham, Ralph 
Krohn, Elizabeth D. Levers, James Marshall, William D. Mulholland, 
David Newhouse, Arthur Newkirk, Dan O’Connell, Mrs. Robert A. 
(Susan) Reed, Mrs. Carl S. Rowe, David Sive, Rod Vandivert,  Maxwell 
Wheat and Hannah C. Williams 
 18 Correspondence/ Reports 1968 IV includes article “Scenic Easements 
and City Life,” by Arthur A. Davis, “Administrative Actions Against 
Acquisition of Lands for Addition to the State Forest Preserve,” 
reorganization of the CCFP, “Conservation Forum of New York State 
meeting minutes (re: environmental bill of rights),  “Report of the 
Committee on Style and Arrangement to the Constitutional Convention 
in Support of Proposition 1285 G,” CCFP Conservation Policy, CCFP 
meeting minutes, “A Healthy Forest,” by G.H. Ketchledge and 
“Adirondack Mountain National Park Proposal Analysis and Comments”  
 
Names found: David M. Bigelow, W.S. Chapin, Arthur Crocker, Robert 
Denniston, Hon. Perry B. Duryea, Leonard R. Graydon,  Philip W. Ham, 
Ruth Gillette Hardy, Ralph L. Krohn, Elizabeth D. Levers, Irving Like, 
David L. Newhouse, Susan A. Reed, Robert Rienow, Mr. and Mrs. Carl 
S. Rowe,  David Sive, Lev Stern, Jr., Hon. Charles F. Stockmeister, Rod 
Vandivert and Maxwell Wheat 
 19 Correspondence/ Reports 1969-1970 includes CCFP treasurer’s report, 
agendas and meeting minutes, newsletters, memo re: Conservation Bill of 
Rights Act, “Proposed State Law- Snowmobiles and Other Off-Road 
Vehicles, An Act,” “Facts About The Conservation Bill of Rights,” 
published by the Atlantic Chapter of the Sierra Club, “Model State 
Law—Off-Road Vehicles,” “Questions for Article XIV Seminar,” 
“Hearing of the TSCFA, Lake George, Statement on behalf of the 
Constitutional Council for the Forest Preserve,” Public Law 89-605, 
“Statement of Position on Snowmobiles,” “The Need for Regulation of 
Snowmobiles and Other Off-Road Vehicles,”  
 
Names found: Richard Andrias, Mrs. Barbara Belkin, Walter S. 
Boardman, Hon. John D. Caemmerer, J.R. Collins, Arthur Crocker, 
Thomas Day Edwards, Alfred S. Forsyth, Victor Glider, Leonard R. 
Graydon, Hon. Glenn H. Harris, William Hoppen, Harold Jerry, Mrs. 
W.T. (Betty Jane) Nevins,  David Newhouse, Lithgow Osborne, Robert 
Watson Pomeroy, Charles M. Rogers, Mrs. Carl S. Rowe, Arthur Savage,  
Paul Schaefer, David Sive, Gary Soucie, Elvis J. Stahr, Edmund Thayer, 
Jr., LaVerne Thompson, Bill Verner, A.J. Woodford and Robert E. 
Young 
 20 Correspondence/ Reports 1969 II includes meeting minutes, agendas, 
expenses, “Resolution 1- On the New York City Water Supply,” CCFP 
by-laws and conservation policy, report on the need for regulation of 
snowmobiles and other off-road vehicles, CCFP position on 
snowmobiles, press release re: CCFP board and Conservation Bill of 
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Rights Amendment, re: reservoirs on the Upper Hudson River, 
“Resolution 1- On the New York City Water Supply,” “The Need for 
Regulation of Snowmobiles and Other Off-Road Vehicles,” “Resolution 
on Snowmobiles, Motorboats and Aircraft Landing,” “Resolution on the 
Smith-Lane Act in Relation to Dams on the Upper Hudson” and  “Memo 
to Editors and Conservation Groups,” re: bills proposing capital 
construction projects and a system of trails and bikeways in New York 
State 
 
Names found: Walter S. Boardman,  John D. Caemmerer, Arthur 
Crocker, Alfred Forsyth, Prof. Carl J. George, Leonard L. Graydon, Glen 
H. Harris, Alton G. Marshall, Nancy Matthews, David L. Newhouse, 
John B. Oakes, Hon. Leo O’Brien, Robert L. Reed, Fergus Reid, III, 
Robert Rienow, Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, Mrs. Carl S. Rowe, 
Anthony P. Savarese, Paul Schaefer, Irving Shapiro, David Sive, Sen. 
Bernard C. Smith, Mrs. Richard Stevenson, LaVerne Thompson and 
Maxwell Wheat 
 21 Correspondence/ Reports 1969 III includes CCFP by-laws, notice of 
meetings, agendas and minutes, “Current Conservation Issues Requiring 
Action” (snowmobile problem, new proposals for reservoirs, 
constitutional amendments), re: dams on the Hudson, re: Conservation 
Bill of Rights, Pipe Line Amendment, “Adirondack Use and 
Preservation,” statement by Lyman A. Boeman, President Finch, Pruyn 
& Company, CCFP newsletter January, 1969, “Hudson Herald Jan-Feb 
1969 re: Temporary Study Commission, Damming the Upper Hudson, 
Town of Newcomb, Article XIV, Hudson River Valley Commission, 
Power Lines and Hudson River Expressway, Adirondack Mountain Club 
meeting minutes January25, 1969, resolution amending Article XIV, 
National Conservation Bill of Rights and re: Blue Ridge Ski Amendment 
 
Names found: Hon. Earl W. Brydges, Hon. Edward F. Crawford, George 
Davis, Hon. Perry B. Duryea, Alfred S. Forsyth, Richard E. Galantowicz, 
Carl J. George, Leonard Graydon, Hon. John H. Hughes, Laurence 
Kissel, William H. Kissel, Hermann Krickhahn, Mrs. Howard A. LaRose, 
David Newhouse, Miss Dorothy A. Plum, R. Watson Pomeroy, Mrs. Carl 
S. (Lynette) Rowe and David Sive 
 22 Correspondence/ Reports 1969 IV includes correspondence re: 
amendment of Article XIV, Hudson and Herald published by The 
Hudson River Conservation Society re: upper Hudson reservoirs etc.,  
resolutions regarding Article XIV, natural resources and conservation, re: 
support of 1285 G,  re: encouraging legislators to vote for the short 
amendment to Article XIV only and a detailed comparison of both forms 
of the amendment, “Alternatives to Dams on the Upper Hudson for the 
New York City Water Supply,” Resolution on Snowmobiles, Motorboats 
and Aircraft Landing “ and “The Need For Regulation of Snowmobiles 
and other off Road Vehicles” 
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Names found: Dana C. Backus, Malcolm Baldwin, Walter S. Boardman, 
Arthur M. Crocker, Herman Forster,  Leonard Graydon, Phil Ham R. 
Watson Pomeroy, David Newhouse, Mrs. Carl S. Rowe, David Sive and 
LaVerne Thompson 
 
